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One, two, the ghosts are coming for youâ€¦ Three, four, better salt your doorâ€¦ Five, six, death and

hatred mixâ€¦ Seven, eight, help will come too lateâ€¦ Nine, ten, never reap againâ€¦Seventeen year

old Mattie Hathaway has enough on her plate without having to deal with the latest teenage ghost

drama. The ghosts of eight murdered girls are out for her blood. They blame Mattie for their deaths.

She has to figure out what happened to them before they make sure she ends up just like

themâ€¦dead and angry.Not only that, but she has to face the greatest fear of her young life, the

death of the only person sheâ€™s ever loved. Can she let nature take its course or will she interfere

and cause the balance of life and death to spiral out of control?Sheâ€™s out of time, and doesnâ€™t

know if she should trust Silas, the demon who has taken a very disturbing interest in her, or her

father, a man just as evil as Silas. Either way, she has to make a choice. But what will it cost her

and those she loves?
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THIS REVIEW CONTAINS SPOILERSI have read all three books in the series and I am a big fan

on the story.I do have to say though that this book seemed rushed. The others were written a bit



better than this one. Mattie has always bordered on a Mary-Sue like character but this one really

cinched it.My biggest complaint is how rushed everything feels. There are random character facts

tossed in carelessly between dialogue because it seems like the author realized she forgot to really

explain the characters to is so they're sprinkled in randomly. There's no flow.One second she is at

home with everybody, goes to her room to relax were she has a brief conversation with Silas, and

suddenly everybody is gone and Mrs Cross is at work working the night shift? Did a few hours

pass? They get into a boat and chat for a few sentences and suddenly they're so far away from land

it will take 20 minutes to get to a public dock? When did this happen?Mattie is portrayed as this

rough tough girl but is constantly letting men control her life. She ends up in the hospital 3-4 times

and in the span of a couple of days hits her head over and over and it seems overdone.You need to

better define your characters personalities. Is Mattie a tough woman or a scared little girl? She

supposedly is a loner but keeps forming these instant bonds with only hot men. She allows a man to

call her mine repeatedly which, admittedly made the feminist in me almost put the book down right

there. You say she's a take no s*** type person but she constantly needs rescuing by literal knights

without the shining armorEven Mary is now starting to read the same as Mattie, a tough spunky girl

who can communicate with ghosts in some way.

I'm just speechless now. That was how I am feeling now when I finished the book. I originally

thought it would be a trilogy, but it turned out not. In some ways, I'm glad it wasn't over, but in other

way, I probably would prefer it to be completed. But the truth is...I don't want to let this story go, at

least not yet. This book taught me so much about Mattie and where she came from. Who her family

was too. The ending had me freaking out! More surprises that had my jaw dropped.This was the

best out of three so far. Mattie had grown up and realized who she truly was. There was more than

just a reaper. She was something else as well, but I still didn't know what it would be. I wasn't too

sure about the relationship going on between Mattie and Eli. It wasn't developed that deep yet, so I

would hold my opinion on that. I had a feeling I know who Dan really was to Mattie, but I will have to

wait until fourth book comes out. I don't know what was the currently status on the book four,

though. All I know was that the author is working on it, which was commented six months ago. I

have a feeling the fourth book would be the best since each book kept getting better as series go

on.Mary sure was a fun character to learn more. She had suffered a lot in a short time, but from

that...she had a new talent she hadn't learned or being aware of it yet. I saw a new book that focus

on Mary so I definitely will read that as soon as possible.I was still fishy toward Zeke. There was

something odd about him. His talent was scary too. I do have a bad feeling about Zeke so I will have



to wait until fourth book as well. It sucks having to wait that long, especially how hooked I was to the

Ghost Files series.
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